


HAVEL’S SEWING: OUR STORY
 

Havel’s is a multi-divisional medical device company started 
in 1981. As a company specializing in everything sharp, from 
surgical blades to spinal needles, it didn’t take long for our 

owner, a long time quilter and sewing enthusiast, to use 
Havel’s connections to develop new innovative scissors and 
products to help with various projects. Word spread of these 

never before seen products, and soon after,  
Havel’s Sewing was born.

With a strong research and development team and expertise in 
the world of sharp, Havel’s Sewing was positioned to become a 
go-to source for sewing and quilting products for consumers, 

retailers, and eventually distributors. Our unique products 
have become common in many stores across the country, as 
we continue to look for new innovative ways to make your 
lives easier, and your finished project the best it can be.

• Photography by Melanie Traylor, SouthernCharmQuilts.com and MeanderAndMake.com •           
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SQUARE RULERS

Havel’s Square Fabric Rulers are a fantastic addition 
to any fabric artist’s tool kit. Make quick measure-
ments, angles, and squares with ease.

6.5” X 6.5” SQUARE RULER 
$8.99 Order Code: 39206

12.5” X 12.5” SQUARE RULER 
$19.99 Order Code: 39212

HALF RECTANGLE TRIANGLE RULER

Trim half rectangle triangles the easy way, two at a  
time and with no bias sewing. Includes step by step  
instructions for making half rectangle triangles in sizes 
2” x 4” to 4.5” x 8.5”.
 
$8.99 Order Code: 39204

HIGH QUALITY 5-LAYER  CUTTING MAT

Our professional quality self-healing two-sided cutting mats have five layers to protect 
your rotary blades, as well as your work area. Multi-angled grid lines also offer a variety  
of creative options for a perfect cut every time.

$24.99  
22” x 16” Cutting Mat  
Order Code: 32122

FABRIC RULER, 24” X 6”

Havel’s Fabric Ruler and its versatile easy-to-read 
front and back markings make fabric cutting more 
precise. Perfect for cutting fabric strips or squares 
straight from the bolt, and for cutting angles with  
its 30, 45, and 60 degree line indicators.

$18.49 Order Code: 39219

$34.99  
34” x 22” XL Cutting Mat  
Order Code: 32124
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60MM JUMBO ROTARY CUTTER

$16.99 Order Code: 32061

REPLACEMENT 
BLADE 3-PACK 
$19.99 60MM Order Code: 32006-3

45MM ROTARY CUTTER

$15.99 Order Code: 32046

REPLACEMENT  
BLADE 3-PACK
$9.99   45MM Order Code: 32001-3

REPLACEMENT BLADE (1)  
$4.49  45MM Skip Blade  
                     Order Code: 32001S
$4.49  45MM Wide Skip Blade  
                     Order Code: 32001WTS
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ROTARY CUTTERS

Havel’s Sewing rotary cutters feature world class tungsten steel blades for a fraction 
of the price of our competitors. Our blades all feature a surgically sharp edge designed 
to cut through tough materials and multiple layers. Havel’s rotary cutters also feature 
ultra-comfort grips and ambidextrous designs to keep artists comfortable through 
even the biggest projects. 

28MM ROTARY CUTTER 
WITH CHENILLE ATTACHMENTS

Includes 4 chenille attachments.

$14.99 Order Code: 32028

REPLACEMENT 
BLADE 3-PACK 
$8.99   28MM Order Code: 32003-3



FABRIC CUTTER

Havel’s 27-1/2” Fabric Cutter is perfect for cutting the entire width of a bolt of fabric with 
precise lines every time. The attached 6” ruler has a no-slip-grip-strip for better control, 
and the 45mm blade safely locks in place and once dull is easily replaced.

$59.99 Order Code: 39019

REPLACEMENT BLADE  
3-PACK
$9.99   45MM Order Code: 32001-3
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SCISSORS

Quality durable Japanese stainless steel scissors at a great price. Double ground  
edges provide silky-smooth, precise cutting. Comfort grips add beauty and style. 
Safety cap included.

5-1/2” CURVED TIP
SEWING SCISSORS

Curved tips for closer surface cutting  
and fine points for precision.

$17.99 Order Code: 30140

SERRATED SCISSORS

Cuts precisely all the way to the tip.
Great for fine detail cutting, slippery  
fabric, or multiple layer cuts.

5-1/2” STRAIGHT
$17.99 Order Code: 60140

6” LARGER  
FINGER LOOP
$18.99 Order Code: 50140

7” SEWING/QUILTING
$18.99 Order Code: 30178

8” QUILTING/SEWING
$22.99 
Serrated Order Code: 30212
Non-Serrated Order Code: 30202

Micro
Serration
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4-3/4” DURA-SNIPS
ON A NECK STRAP

Extra sharp and durable high carbon 
forged steel blades. 

$14.99 Order Code: 39000
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9” DURA-CUT  
PINKING SHEARS

Lightweight, durable, clean cutting Japanese
stainless steel.

$39.99 Order Code: 32230

9” DURA-SHEARS

Made from AUS-8 Japanese stainless steel 
for ultimate durability. Perfect for heavy-duty 
fabric cutting and bigger projects.

$26.99 
Serrated Order Code: 38002
Non-Serrated Order Code: 38003

NON-STICK  
SERRATED  SCISSORS

Perfect for cutting fusible webs, tapes, or 
labels without gumming up your scissors.  
Also great for scrapbooking, crafting,  
and patchworking. Made with a fine-teeth  
serrated edge, adjustable pivot screw, and  
wide grip loops.

$12.99 5-1/2” Order Code: 35001
$19.99 9” Order Code: 69000
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ULTRA-PRO SEAM RIPPER

One of our most popular products! Our curved seam ripper 
blade on this stainless steel handle can cut even the 
heaviest of threads. Blades lock firmly into place with a 
screw-lock handle. Set includes one handle, five blades, 
and one safety cover. The Ultra-Pro II comes with four 
seam rippers and two button hole blades.

$9.99  Order Code: 18950
$10.99 Ultra-Pro II Order Code: 18935
$8.99 Replacement Seam Ripper Blades 
                   6-Pack  Order Code: 18906
$8.99 Replacement Button Hole Blades 
                   6-Pack  Order Code: 18936
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4-3/4” SNIP-EZE

Perfect for tired or arthritic hands.
Curved at the tip.

$19.99 
Pointed Tips Order Code: 33010
Blunt Tips Order Code: 33012
Rounded Tips Order Code: 33013

3-1/2” STITCH
CUTTING SCISSORS

Keep your other stitches safe while you
snip a single thread! Our easy to use
3-1/2” Stitch Cutting Scissors are the
perfect tool for when you’ve made a
mistake and need to cut a single stitch.

$5.99 Order Code: 30015

4-1/2” SNIP-A-STITCH

Perfect for removing a single stitch.
The notched blade slides easily under
thread and a simple squeeze cuts it
cleanly.

$19.99 Order Code: 33009

SEAM RIPPERS AND SNIPS



3-1/2” STANDARD
EMBROIDERY SCISSORS

$5.99  Straight Tips Order Code: 30010 
Curved Tips Order Code: 30012

$6.99 Left-Handed Order Code: 40010

5-1/2” VERTICAL CURVE
ROUNDED BOTTOM SCISSORS

$10.99 Order Code: 33021

EMBROIDERY

3-1/2” HARDANGER/
EMBROIDERY SCISSORS

Arrow point tips for precise cutting in tight places.
Also available in curved, extra fine, and double
curved tips.

$6.99   Curved Tips Order Code: 30019  
Extra-Fine Tips Order Code: 30017 
Straight Tips Order Code: 30018

$8.49 Double-Curved Order Code: 30028

5-1/2” MULTI-ANGLED
DUCKBILL SCISSORS

$16.99  Larger Finger Loops  
Order Code: 50042

$17.99 Pointed Tips Order Code: 30042
$18.99 Blunt Tips Order Code: 60042
$19.99 Left-Handed Order Code: 40042

6” DOUBLE POINTED
DUCKBILL SCISSORS

$18.99 Order Code: 80042
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DOUBLE-EYED NEEDLES

Finish and secure serged chained ends with our 3-1/2” double-eyed needle. 
Smooth rounded ends pull chain ends smoothly underneath the serged  
stitches. Large eyes make inserting threads simple, and they are perfect in 
machine knitting for transferring yarn from one machine to another.

$3.49 
Order Code: 18501

SET OF SIX TATTING NEEDLES

5” Round bodied tatting needles are designed for use with yarn or thread. Set 
includes one each of sizes #3-0, #4-0, #5-0,#6-0, #7, and #8.

$8.99  
Order Code: 184-96

RUG HOOK TOOL

High quality rug hook tool ergonomically 
designed to be the perfect tool for your  
next project.

$15.99  
Order Code: 39121

RUG PRODDING TOOL

Spring loaded rug prodding tool for use in 
making prodded rag rugs (proddy rugs) or 
prodded fringes.

$15.99  
Order Code: 39120
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NOTIONS

#11
An X-Acto style craft blade made from our superior 
carbon steel for longer lasting sharpness.
$19.95 per box of 100 Order Code: AC11

#172
Similar to our #11, but with a slightly shorter tip and 
less brittle carbon steel construction making broken tips 
and wasted blades a thing of the past.
$15.75 per box of 100 Order Code: AC172

#113
The classic #113 shape made with Havel’s longer-lasting 
carbon steel blades.
$15.75 per box of 100 Order Code: AC113

#75
The familiar single edge razor blade now made with Havel’s 
carbon steel for the longest-lasting edge you can buy.
$10.00 per box of 100 Order Code: AC75

ALL METAL CRAFT & HOBBY BLADE HANDLE #1
Metal handle with four point chuck tightener for use with AC11, AC172, and AC113 
blades. Includes one handle, one #11 blade, and one safety cap.
$3.50 Order Code: HAN-AC

PROFESSIONAL CUSHION GRIP BLADE HANDLE
Padded for extended use, our cushion grip hobby blade handle includes one #11 blade 
and a safety cap. For use with AC11, AC172, and AC113 blades.
$6.00 Order Code: HAN-PROGRIP
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